COVID-19 Policies

1. Skaters must only arrive 15 minutes before their on ice session (departure
is within 15 minutes also or club will have ice contract revoked)
2. Social distancing practices must be followed and face masks must be worn in public
areas of facility (face masks are not required on the ice)
3. SKATERS AND PARENTS MUST REGISTER AT TABLE THAT IS SET UP IN ARENA TO SIGN
WAIVER, PROVIDE CONTACT INFORMATION AND CANSKATERS CAN COLLECT NAME TAG
(supplies needed:- table, 2 chairs, hand sanitizer, pens, binder and forms)
4. After this is completed, skaters can proceed to change room which will be marked with
social distancing places to sit. Following putting their skates on, children can proceed to
rink and await (while social distancing with masks on) until coach indicates they can
enter ice surface at which time they will put their helmet on. Social distancing is to be
followed on the ice at all times! Please remind your child of this procedure!
5. There will be no physical contact while on the ice. Skaters must be able to get up on
their own and progress in a forward manner.
6. One parent or guardian per skater is allowed in the stands while social distancing and
wearing a mask.
7. There will be no sharing of drinks; bring a ziplock bag for disposal of kleenexes at home
8. At the end of the session, practice social distancing exiting the rink and proceeding to
the change rooms and thereafter the facility. REMEMBER WE MUST BE OUT OF THE
BUILDING WITHIN 15 MINUTES!
9. We have a COVID-19 OVERSIGHT GROUP to be responsible for communication, develop
an action plan for an outbreak and follow up for members.
10. All parents/guardians must read and be familiar with Skate Ontario’s “Return to Play
Protocol”.

